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Mountain Risks: From Prediction to Management and
Governance David Fickling Books
This report provides a comprehensive analysis of the state of
water storage in Maine, with detailed information on current
infrastructure, usage, and maintenance practices. This work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the "public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

John for Everyone, Part 1 Springer Science & Business Media
This book offers a cross disciplinary treatment of the rapidly
growing field of integrated approaches in risk assessment in
mountainous areas. All major aspects related to hazard and risk
assessment, risk management, and governance are illustrated
with a wide range of case studies. The first part of the book
focuses on new techniques for assessing the natural hazards of
different types of mass movements. State-of-the-art techniques
for morphological characterization and monitoring of
displacements are described. Computational advances are
covered to explain the process systems and to quantify the
hazards of fast and slow-moving landslides. In the second part
of the book methodologies are included for assessing the impact
of these natural hazards on the society in terms of risks. In this
part, methodologies for defining the vulnerability of the
elements at risk are shown and the use of run-out models for
risk assessment of the dangerous rapid mass movements are
evaluated. The third part of the book focuses on the response of
society towards the problems of hazard and risk. It highlights
the role of spatial planning, early warning systems and
evacuation plans for risk management. It establishes practical
thresholds for acceptable and tolerable risks and emphasizes the
importance of education and communication to society.
Audience The book is of interest to a wide range of experts from
related disciplines, practitioners and stakeholders to demonstrate
the importance of an integrated approach for all aspects of risks
in mountainous areas.
Batteries in a Portable World Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
Many Catholics are unaware of our holy traditions on and powerful
devotions to the Sorrows of Mary. Based on Scripture and the lives of
the Saints, this little book will open eyes and hearts to the Sorrows of
Our Lady.
Fiore Dei Liberi's Armizare Legare Street
Press
During the 17th and 18th century musicians'
mobilities and migrations are essential for
the European music history and the cultural
exchange of music. Adopting viewpoints that
reflect different methodological approaches
and diversified research cultures, the book
presents studies on central scopes,
strategies and artistic outcomes of mobile
and migratory musicians as well as on the
transfer of music. By looking at elite and
non-elite musicians and their everyday
mobilities to major and minor centers of
music production and practice, new
biographical patterns and new stylistic
paradigms in the European East, West and
South emerge.
Third Annual Report, State Water Storage Commission Cornell University
Press
In these two stories from bestselling author Nick Hornby revelations are at
hand. In "Not a Star", Lynn has always thought her son, Mark, was a little, well,
unremarkable. Until the day a neighbor drops off a porn video at her house,
with a note telling her to watch it. Turns out, Mark is rather remarkable in one
specific area of his life (and anatomy). Lynn and her husband, Dave, don’t
quite know what to think. The revelation of their son’s talent ripples through
Lynn’s life as she alternately encounters humor, horror, and unexpected

emotional reactions. What do you do in the face of impending doom? In
"Otherwise, Pandemonium," you lose your virginity with the hottest girl in the
Little Berkeley Big Band⋯ Here, the world is a different place; the future is
uncertain; the choices one makes are the only thing standing between a
semblance of order or utter chaos. And the TV’s been acting funny. This is a
story that makes you think and feel, and reminds us of the fleeting nature of
time.
The Medieval Longsword Freelance Academy Press
This study of the divine epithets in the Ugaritic alphabetic
cuneiform texts from Ras Shamra and Ras Ibn Hani provides a new
and comprehensive analysis of the epithets of the individual
Ugaritic deities.
"Pouring Jewish Water into Fascist Wine" Graphic Communications Group
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
"public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Knights at Court Clemens & Blair, LLC
For centuries, Jews have been accused of something called "blood
libel" or "ritual murder": the killing of non-Jews, often children, to
use their blood in bizarre religious ceremonies or to make food.
For centuries, this has been denied by Jews. But in fact there may be
some truth to such claims after all.
Musicians' Mobilities and Music Migrations in Early Modern
Europe Legare Street Press
A ground-breaking and enduringly popular guide to medieval
Italian knightly combat. This book, first published in 2004, started
a generation of swordsmen along their path to martial expertise. It
includes instruction on both theory and practice, background
material about the great swordsmen Fiore dei Liberi and Philippo
Vadi, and advice on what equipment to purchase. Essential reading
for anyone interested in swords, martial arts, or history!
The Medieval Gospel of Nicodemus Penguin
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
In Saint George's Name transcript Verlag
The aim of this project is to offer the reader a critical edition and an
English translation of 139 letters that were exchanged between the
victims of Mussolini’s racial laws and the Jesuit Pietro Tacchi Venturi.
Devotion to the Sorrowful Mother University Rochester Press
Armizare ("the Art of Arms") was the name the warriors of medieval Italy gave
to their martial art, which included the wielding of sword, axe and spear with
wrestling, knife-fighting and mounted combat. In the waning years of the 14th
century, Fiore dei Liberi was a famed master of this art, whose students
included some of the most renowned and dangerous fighting men of his day.
Toward the end of his life, Master Fiore preserved his teachings in a series of
illustrated manuscripts, four of which have survived to the present day, and
have become the basis of a world-wide effort to reconstruct this lost martial
art. However, because medieval books were written for an audience with
different expectations than the modern readers "how-to" manuals, today's
students often have trouble understanding the old swordsman's choices in
including, omitting or organizing information as he did. They may see that
fighting art was a system, but lack the background to see the systematic
instruction of the book itself. In Armizare: The Chivalric Martial Arts System
of il Fior di Battaglia, Robert Charrette brings together his experiences as a
martial artist and respected 14th century living historian with his skills as a
professional author graphic artist to not only take readers on a walking tour of
Master Fiore's manuscripts, but into the mindset behind its creation. More
than just an interpretation of an old book's contents, this is a tool-kit that
reveals Fiore dei Liberi's brilliance as not just a fighter, but as martial arts
teacher. Whether a long-time student, a newcomer to the art or a more
academic devote of the medieval warrior and his craft, readers will find
themselves educated and entertained as a door is opened into another time
and place - the training hall of the medieval knight.
Cuba BRILL
A stunning, elegant and uplifting adventure about searching for the most

magical place of all - home.Have you ever dreamed of somewhere better? A life
more colourful and full of joy? Escape with our sparky heroine, Clementine,
and find your own magic place. A story to kindle hope in the heart of every
child who reads it . . .
Divination on stage BRILL
Recorded over six centuries ago, the teachings of the 14th-century
Master-at-Arms Johannes Liechtenauer have been given new life by a
world-wide community of modern swordsmen and women, fascinated
by the elegance, efficiency and depth of his unique martial art. Christian
Henry Tobler was one of the pioneers in reviving the medieval Master's
art, creating the first, published syllabus for training with the two-
handed longsword back in 2004. This fully rewritten, revised and
expanded edition brings to bear a decade of refinement, creating a
definitive, "how to" guide for students. Beginning with a short historical
overview of the art, Mr. Tobler teaches stance, footwork, methods for
gripping the sword, and step-by-step instructions for executing the core
techniques of the Liechtenauer tradition. Additional chapters introduce
students to wrestling, spear and armoured combat; demonstrating the
art's depth and breadth. Heavily photo-illustrated, the book also makes
use of decision-trees and training drills to aid in learning. Used as a
complete, self-contained course, or a primer for studying the original
medieval works themselves, this unique book will be invaluable to
martial artists, reenactors, medieval historians, or anyone who has ever
wondered "how did knights fight?"
Living Well in Renaissance Italy BRILL
The medieval knight was a well-trained fighting man, expert in the use of
sword, lance, spear and dagger, and member of a warrior aristocracy
whose values, virtues and vices helped shape European society for over
500 years. As a window into the knight and his craft, In Saint George's
Name: An Anthology of Medieval German Fighting Arts brings readers
a treasure trove of historic combat treatises, musings on the culture and
context of the martial arts in the late Middle Ages, and hands-on
training exercises for wrestling, dagger, falchion, and poleaxe. Join
medieval combat expert Christian Henry Tobler on an expansive
journey into the lost world of chivalric fighting arts, certain to thrill
martial artists, arms and armour enthusiasts, and lovers of history alike.
The Preaching of Islam: A History of the Propagation of the Muslim
Faith Univ of California Press
Breaching the Bronze Wall deals with the idea that the words of
honorable Muslims constitutes proof and that written documents and
the words of non-Muslims are of inferior value. Thus, foreign merchants
in cities such as Istanbul, Damascus or Alexandria could barely prove
any claim, as neither their contracts nor their words were of any value if
countered by Muslims. Francisco Apellániz explores how both groups
labored to overcome the ‘biases against non-Muslims’ in Mamlūk
Egypt’s and Syria’s courts and markets (14th-15th c.) and how the
Ottoman conquest (1517) imposed a new, orthodox view on the
problem. The book slips into the Middle Eastern archive and the
Ottoman Dīvān, and scrutinizes sharī�a’s intricacies and their
handling by consuls, dragomans, qa�īs and other legal actors.
A Lace Guide for Makers and Collectors Tebbo
The Telikin Laptop Quick Start Guide gives you step by step instructions for
setting up your Telikin Laptop and getting started. There are clear illustrations
for connecting the Mouse, Power Supply and Ethernet Connection. The
Quick Start also illustrates use of the main screen controls for Volume
Controls, Help, Video Help, and the Screen Magnifier.
Publishing for the Popes BRILL
This book explores the social institutions, the prevailing social
values, and the ideology of the ancient city-state as revealed in
Roman Comedy. "The very essence of comedy is social," writes
David Konstan, "and in the complex movement of its plots we may
be able to discern the lineaments and contradictions of the reigning
ideas of an age." David Konstan looks closely at eight plays:
Plautus's Aulularia, Asinaria, Captivi, Rudens, Cistellaria, and
Truculentus, and Terence's Phormio and Hecyra. Offering new
interpretations of each, he develops a "typology of plot forms" by
analyzing structural features and patterns of conventional behavior
in the plays, and he relates the results of his literary analysis to
contemporary social conditions. He argues that the plays address
tensions that were potentially disruptive to the ancient city-state,
and that they tended to resolve these tensions in ways that affirmed
traditional values. Roman Comedy is an innovative and
challenging book that will be welcomed by students of classical
literature, ancient social history, the history of the theater, and
comedy as a genre.
The Agony Column of the "Times" 1800-1870 Mrts Arizona State University
Knights at Court is a grand tour and survey of manners, manhood, and court
life in the Middle Ages, like no other in print. Composed on an epic canvas,
this authoritative work traces the development of court culture and its various
manifestations from the latter years of the Holy Roman Empire (ca. A.D.
1000) to the Italian Renaissance of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Leading medievalist and Renaissance scholar Aldo Scaglione offers a sweeping
sociological view of three geographic areas that reveals a surprising continuity
of courtly forms and motifs: German romances; the lyrical and narrative
literature of northern and southern France; Italy's chivalric poetry. Scaglione
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discusses a broad number of texts, from early Norman and Flemish baronial
chronicles to the romances of Chrétien de Troyes, the troubadours and
Minnesingers. He delves into the Niebelungenlied, Dante, Petrarch,
Boccaccio, and an array of treatises on conduct down to Castiglione and his
successors. All these works and Scaglione's superior scholarship attest to the
enduring power over minds and hearts of a mentality that issued from a small
minority of people—the courtiers and knights—in central positions of
leadership and power. Knights at Court is for all scholars and students
interested in "the civilizing process." This title is part of UC Press's Voices
Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press’s
mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice,
reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived
makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using
print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1991.
Divine Epithets in the Ugaritic Alphabetic Texts Routledge
Enlarged print edition now available! Making use of his scholar's
understanding, yet writing in an approachable and anecdotal style,
Tom Wright manages to unravel the great complexity of the
extraordinary Gospel of John. He describes it as "one of the great
books in the literature of the world; and part of its greatness is the
way it reveals its secrets not just to a high-flown leaning but to those
who come to it with humility and hope." Wright's stimulating
comments are combined with his own fresh and inviting
translation of the Bible text. Tom Wright has undertaken a
tremendous task: to provide guides to all the books of the New
Testament, and to include in them his own translation of the entire
text. Each short passage is followed by a highly readable discussion
with background information, useful explanations and suggestions,
and thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives today.
A glossary is included at the back of the book. The series is suitable
for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
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